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The St. John’s Hook and Hastings Pipe Organ
Supporting much of the musical programming at St. John’s, and The Choir School of Newport County, is a historic
organ, built in Boston and installed as part of the original construction of the building in 1894. Hook and Hastings
(1827–1935) was one of the pre-eminent American organ builders of the 19th century, and St. John’s was fortunate
to have commissioned a work of such quality and integrity. It is an irreplaceable gem, historically and musically.
There are 1,769 pipes in the organ, from 16 feet long to a half inch in speaking length. All but five of the painted
façade pipes speak. In 1934, the Hook and Hastings company returned to electrify the action of the organ and
make some judicious tonal additions. Since then, there has been very
little done to the organ beyond routine maintenance and tuning. Eightysix years more
have taken their
toll on the mechanisms of the instrument. A roof
leak fifteen years
ago damaged the
chamber walls
and a windchest.
We have accomplished several
critical repairs
to ensure that
the organ keeps
Wooden bass pipes; scaling, water-damaged chamber walls
playing. Missing
Damaged metal pipes in foreground
pipes have been returned; we await the urgent repair of hundreds more,
damaged over 126 years, and a cleaning of the instrument to return its original clarity, volume, and majesty.

Keep the Pipes Singing! As a part of a 125th anniversary capital campaign in 2019, we received grants of
$1.3 million to restore the roof and all exterior walls. We are now raising $550,000 toward the thorough chamber
repair (see photo above), pipe cleaning, and mechanical restoration in Spring 2021, alongside major plaster
and stone repair work inside the church. The restoration of the organ will take about 18 months, and has been
contracted to the nationally recognized artisans of S. L. Huntington & Co., Stonington, CT (www.slhorgans.com).
In February 2018, the original blower died after over 100 years of use. In its
damp basement environment, it had rusted beyond restoration, so a suitable
vintage blower was purchased to replace it. This was installed along with a
“hospital-clean” room on a concrete pad to prevent future moisture problems,
drawing air from the church above. The new
blower provides a quieter air supply and a
solid foundation for the restoration to come.
With your help, we’ll rebuild a masterpiece
for the inspiration of future generations.
Thank you for your timely support!
Tax deductible checks may be made payable
to St. John’s Church (memo: Organ Fund),
and mailed to 61 Poplar Street, Newport RI,
02840. Or: www.tinyurl.com/OrganChallenge

With your help, the formerly dreadful blower area is now heavenly . . .

WELCOME
This live-streamed concert includes a small, distanced audience,
watching the images on a monitor while hearing the sound in the room.
To keep the total program time to 80 minutes, please reserve applause for the end of each half.
There is a three minute intermission during which a video is shown about the organ and its restoration.
In its dynamic range and kaleidoscopic variety of colors, the organ is as suited both to serenity and celebration
as any other instrument. Yet the organ, as the sole wind instrument capable of infinite tone without decay, has a
unique presence. Along with its mechanical complexity and sheer size, as well as expense, it has earned the title
“King of Instruments.” Together with harp and voices in a few of the pieces, the organ evokes deep calm and
meditation, and it can equally well throw quite a party. It is also a lot of fun to watch; beyond the performer,
video technology makes visible the parts of the creation of the music that often remain unseen. Among the
“tasting menu” of repertoire spanning four centuries heard today, a legacy of the instrument’s music improvised
for recordings or adapted from orchestral textures is brought alive through the art of transcription.
The marvelous 126-year-old instrument at St. John’s Church in Newport gives cause for celebration after the
completion of two “pre-restoration” projects—a new blower room and a new console—as a prelude to the
renewal of the pipes, wind system and playing mechanism beginning next year. Each $25 ticket to this concert
generates $40 toward the campaign, thanks to a generous donor who has challenged the extended community
to raise $275,000 which will be matched, resulting in $550,000 for the project. We thank you for supporting
this project and for being with us today as Dreamstage also makes “live-concert history” for the organ.
At the inauguration of the new console on May 31 this year, Father Nathan
Humphrey, Rector of St. John’s, thanked donors and observed: “The restoration of
our historic and cherished instrument is a tool for evangelism through music and
inspiration for many more generations. Having been handed a gift of inestimable
value in the vision of the builders of the church and its musical furnishing, we
renew and pass it forward better than ever. Particularly during this time of isolation
and social distancing, the gift of music, whether streamed into our living rooms or
heard live in the church, will act as a healing balm for the soul. When this pandemic
is but a memory, we know that many people will be left with scars both physical and
mental. We believe that through sacred music, our bodies, minds, and souls will be
renewed for service, and we will be able to commemorate the dead, honor those who
made a difference in our lives, and give thanks for the
future God has in store for us in a more meaningful way
with this pipe organ than without it. The music it
produces is personal protective equipment for the soul,
boosting our resilience to trauma and inoculating us
against fear. Instead, we are infected with something that
is a joy to spread: faith, hope, and love, communicated
through the transcendent medium of music that gives
glory to God and builds up our immunity to the ravages
of death. We are so grateful to all of you who have made
the medicine of music available just when it’s most
needed. You have made it possible for St. John’s to be a
source of healing, comfort, strength, and renewal in this
crisis.”
drawers conceal computer and mini ipad interfaces, and seldom-used
controls, maintaining an otherwise nineteenth-century period appearance

A guide to what you see during this concert

The pedalboard is concave so that the outer keys are the
same distance from the player as the center keys. Above it are
two rows of toe pistons, to activate pre-set combinations of
sounds when the hands are too busy to press a thumb
piston. Centered are two large pedals; the right one controls
the position of the swell shades, and the left is a preparation.

Above, pipes of the Great division, arranged symmetrically.
A central walkboard supports the person tuning. Nine swell
shades are behind, enclosing the pipes of the Swell division to
adjust their volume and their timbre simultaneously.
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Stop knobs move the sliders that stop (and
start) wind from entering sets of pipes. Some
knobs controls the couplers, connecting
keyboards together and to the pedals. Knobs
on the left of the keyboards are for the Swell
division; on the right, for the Great. The
bottom row on each side, with black-handled
knobs, is for the Pedal. Between the keyboards
are thumb pistons on which to preset
combinations of stops for instant recall during
the music. A sequencer makes it possible to
set up an entire piece in numbered order and
then either press “Next,” or
any piston, to advance to the
next piston each time the
sound should change. A
display confirms the current
memory level and piston.
At left, a combined view of two cameras
showing the action of the Swell division, with
a reservoir at lower left, and the wood pipes
of the Pedal Open Diapason (low C is 16 feet
long; see dollar bill for width). Low C and
some other notes cannot play until restored.
The top slice of screen shows labels on wires
between the pallets (valves) in the chest above
and action pneumatics below. Right above
the note names of most pedal pipes is a row
of pink and blue tags glued on to the primary
valve stems, which move up slightly when a
note is played, causing the pneumatic above to
inflate and pull down on the wire above that.

The fully speaking upper facade
is composed of the twelve lowest
pipes of both of the Great 8-foot
Diapasons. Low C of each is 8 feet
long, from the mouth to the top, if
unmitered. These pipes, removed,
reveal the Great windchest and a
wild spaghetti of grey metal tubes
which convey wind from the chest
to the toes of the facade pipes.
Below, many facade pipes are
mitered at a 90 degree angle to
avoid running into the stone arch,
and to leave a symmetrical tone
opening at each side of it. Analysis
of the layers of paint on these
pipes suggests two revisions to the
original coloring, maintaining the
same stenciled pattern.
.
The handsome lower facade,
at left, faces the congregation
and is made up entirely of the
Pedal 8-foot Violoncello. These
pipes speak with a delightful
presence into the room, and
despite being voiced more softly
than the upper facade, make a
perfect muscial companion to it.
The five pipes at the far left are
dummies, the only non-speaking
pipes in the instrument.
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We give thanks to these generous donors of record to the Organ Capital Campaign, along
with countless uncredited quarters placed in the Quarter Till over the past seven summers.
Join the ranks...have a Great & Swell time...become an organ donor!
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How you can help

Just $140,000 to go, to achieve the $550,000 matched goal!
Every dollar you give is worth two dollars to the restoration.

___________________________

The Choir School of Newport County, reopening instruction in three weeks,
also is in great need of support as the pandemic has challenged enrollment and
as major donors have also given funds to the organ and other capital projects.
The Choir School is an independent 501(c)(3) non-profit. Find out more at
www.thechoirschoolri.org, or in the annual program book here.
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PROGRAM

Serenity and Celebration
Variations on an Original Theme (“Enigma”), Op. 36 (1899) 			
IX. Nimrod
Praeludium in g minor, BuxVW 149 			

Edward Elgar (1857-1934)

		

Dieterich Buxtehude (c.1637-1707)

Aria in Classic Style for Harp and Organ, Op. 19 				

Marcel Grandjany (1891-1975)

Improvisation on St. Denio (1990)
					

				
Gerre Hancock (1934-2012),
transcribed in 2012-2019 by Peter Stoltzfus Berton (born 1968)

Billy Strayhorn (1915-1967),
Lotus									
			
transcribed in 1986 by Alec Wyton (1921-2007) from his 1974 improvisation
									
Hereford Variations, Op. 22 (2013-2014)					
Peter Stoltzfus Berton
IX. Adagio
Toccata on Beecher, Op.  (2000)								Peter Stoltzfus Berton
Intermission Video feature: Inside the St. John’s Organ (three minutes)
Symphony No. 6, Op. 59 (1930)					
V. Final

Louis Vierne (1870-1937)

Trois Improvisations (1928)						
		
		
Louis Vierne,
II. Méditation				
transcribed in 1954 by Maurice Duruflé (1902-1986)
Ave Maria 									
Philippe Rombi (born 1968),
							
transcribed in 2019 by Peter Stoltzfus Berton
Kings (2016)								
							
Trois Préludes Hambourgeois
I. Salamanca (1986)

						

Passacaglia and Fugue in c minor, BWV 582 		
“Encore”… A grateful heart			
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Kit Downes (born 1986),
transcribed in 2020 by Peter Stoltzfus Berton
Guy Bovet (born 1942)

		

Johann Sebastian Bach (1685-1750)

				

Mary Plumstead (1905-1980)

Variations on an Original Theme (“Enigma”) Op. 36 (1899) 		
Sir Edward Elgar (1857-1934)
IX. Nimrod						
transcribed by William H. Harris (1883-1973)
The Variations for orchestra cemented the international
career of the self-taught composer who progressed from
humble beginnings as son of a music shop owner and piano
tuner, to being knighted (in 1904, at age 47) and appointed
“Master of the King’s Musick.”
Elgar wrote in 1911: “This work, commenced in a spirit of
humour & continued in deep seriousness, contains sketches
of the composer’s friends. It may be understood that these
personages comment or reflect on the original theme & each
one attempts a solution of the Enigma, for so the theme is called.
The sketches are not ‘portraits’ but each variation contains a
distinct idea founded on some particular personality or perhaps
on some incident known only to two people. This is the basis of
the composition, but the work may be listened to as a ‘piece of
music’ apart from any extraneous consideration.”

Elgar at the piano where the Variations
first were improvised in October, 1898

Solutions to the “Enigma”—a theme which “goes” through and over the whole
set, but is not played (in Elgar’s words)—over the years have included possible
hidden melodies, or just the over-arching theme of friendship. “Nimrod”
refers to his friend and publisher August Jaeger (jaeger is German for hunter;
Nimrod is the mighty hunter of the Bible); the music is intended to convey
the intensity of a slow movement from a Beethoven Piano Sonata the two men
admired. It is often excerpted for its orchestral color and stirring beauty, and
frequently is played at funerals and state occasions in England.

August Jaeger

© 1932 Novello & Co. Ltd., 4 minutes
Further Reading: Udiscovermusic
Listen: Orchestral original
Harris’s transcription played by Thomas Murray at Woolsey Hall, Yale University
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Praeludium in g minor, BuxVW 149				

Dieterich Buxtehude (c.1637-1707)

The culmination of the great North German organ tradition
in the Baroque era, firmly established in the music of Johann
Sebastian Bach, has Buxtehude as a precursor. Organist of the
immense St. Mary’s Lutheran Church in Lübeck, Buxtehude
enjoyed considerable fame for his playing and composing, and
for his series of Abendmusiken evening concerts. A massive
organ high on the wall, and the architecture of the building
(the largest brick church in existence at the time with a
vaulted ceiling, based on the cathedrals of France), reflected
the prosperity of Lübeck as a major trade center. Buxtehude’s
fame attracted the then 20-year-old J. S. Bach in October
1705, when he left his first church position in the care of an
assistant and famously walked the 250 miles from Arnstadt to
Lübeck to bask in the inspiration of the elder composer. Bach
overstayed the arranged leave from his church by almost four
months, missing Christmas and earning severe reprimands!
This Praeludium, a free form of composition which includes
dazzling manual and pedal work interspersed with more
formal fugual sections, is an exciting introduction to the clear,
robust principal chorus of the St. John’s organ. Imagining
these sonorities continuing for several more seconds, in the
vast building where they were composed, is not difficult here
where natural reverberation is already present.
Public Domain, 8 minutes

St. Mary’s interior prior to the destruction of the
organ and much of the building in World War Two

Further Reading: pianonoise.com
bachtrack.com
Listen: Harald Vogel on an organ by Arp Schnitger

Portrait of Buxtehude by Johannes Voorhout
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St. Mary’s (reconstructed) towers over Lübeck

Aria in Classic Style for Harp and Organ Op. 19 				

Marcel Grandjany (1891-1975)

Marcel Grandjany was a French-born American harpist and
composer. He moved to the United States in 1926 and was appointed
head of the harp department at the Juilliard School of Music in 1938
where he taught until his death in 1975. His many splendid
compositions, work as an educator, and champion of an international
association of harpists and the American Harp Society, continue in
their influence today.
The Aria in Classic Style (published in 1944) is dedicated to Elizabeth
Sprague Coolidge (1864-1953), a major champion of chamber music
and commissioner of new works. Coolidge established the Berkshire
String Quartet in 1916 and started the Berkshire Music Festival at
South Mountain, Pittsfield, Massachusetts, two years later. Out of this
grew the Berkshire Symphonic Festival at Tanglewood, which she also
supported. Coolidge’s efforts raised the status of chamber music in
America, where the major interest of composers had previously been
in orchestral music, from curiosity to a seminal field of composition.
Between 1932-1949, the Library of Congress awarded the Elizabeth
Sprague Coolidge Medal for “eminent services to chamber music.”
(Wikipedia.)

A version of this piece is published for harp and strings, an arrangement of the
original organ part. This is the reverse of what often happens, given the organ’s
economical number of players to cover the musical texture. The organ’s sustained
tone, in counterpoint to the pointillistic beauty of the harp, is an ideal vehicle for
the Aria’s luscious melody and harmony.

© 1944, Associated Music Publishers, 6 minutes
Further Reading: American Harp Society Foundation
Listen: Harp and organ

Harp and strings
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Improvisation on St. Denio (1990)
				
Gerre Hancock (1934-2012)		
				
			
transcribed in 2012-2019 by Peter Stoltzfus Berton (born 1968)
Gerre Hancock, Organist and Master of Choristers at Saint Thomas
Church, Fifth Avenue, New York City from 1971 to 2004, built the
international reputation of the Saint Thomas Choir of Men and Boys, and
composed many cherished works sung widely by choirs today as well as
brilliant organ works. He was also known as a legendary improviser of rare
ability, and recorded four improvisations at Saint Thomas Church as part
of a CD, Fanfare, released by Gothic Records in 1990. These four pieces
capture the essence of his art at the height of his career.
This track from the CD was written down with the permission of Gothic
Records and Judith Hancock, using the traditional process of transcription
from recording: patience! Computer software enabling playing at slower
speed assisted the work, in the manner of Duruflé listening to 78 rpm
records of Vierne and Tournemire played at half speed—doubling the
time to hear the notes, while causing the music to sound one octave lower.
Even with software enabling slowing without changing the pitch, it is a very
tedious process of miniscule A/B comparison and endurance to decipher
rapid passages.
The touches of humor in this spontaneous music bring to
mind Dr. Hancock’s witty character, as well as his theological
profundity. The tune is heard in glimpses throughout the
scherzo figuration and then played on a quiet reed stop by
the feet. The musical motive B-A-C-H (traditionally played
as B-flat, A, C, B-natural), which is the basis for another piece
on the CD, is fleetingly played twice, among other delights.

© Estate of Gerre Hancock, and Gothic Records,
unpublished, 5 minutes
Further Reading: Dr. Hancock’s
treatise on Improvisation
Listen: Fanfare CD
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Lotus									
		
Billy Strayhorn (1915-1967)
			 						 transcribed in 1986 by Alec Wyton (1921-2007)
Billy Strayhorn was an American jazz composer, pianist,
lyricist, and arranger, best remembered for his long-time
collaboration with bandleader and composer Duke
Ellington that lasted nearly three decades. He is known
for writing the tunes Lush Life and Take the A Train.
He joined Duke Ellington’s band in 1939. Billy and Duke
formed a true partnership in music; Ellington said that
“...Billy Strayhorn was my right arm, my left arm, all the
eyes in the back of my head, my brainwaves in his head,
and his in mine.” After Strayhorn’s death, Ellington continued to record his music, including an all-Strayhorn
album of tribute in 1967 which included Ellington’s highly emotional piano rendering of Lotus Blossom. After
Strayhorn’s death, Ellington often closed his concerts with this piece, as a quiet memorial to his friend.
When Duke Ellington died in 1974, his funeral was held at New
York’s Cathedral of St. John the Divine, the location of Ellington’s
first two Sacred Concerts. His sister Ruth attended services regularly
at the cathedral and so was aware of their organist Alec Wyton’s
sensitivity and improvisational skills. In the process of making the
funeral arrangements, she asked Wyton to improvise on Lotus
Blossom during communion. Years later, Ruth requested that
Wyton transcribe and publish his improvisation. In 1986, Wyton
transcribed the recording of his improvisation and had it
published in 1987 as Lotus. (The piece had been registered in 1946
as Charlotte Russe, and in 1959 as Lotus Blossom.)
(Note by Michael Johnston, 2006)

Ellington and Strayhorn

© 1987 Roger Dean Publishing Co.,  minutes
Further Reading: Songfacts
Listen: Duke Ellington, piano
Todd Wilson playing the Alec Wyton organ transcription						
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Hereford Variations, Op. 22 (2013-2014)					
IX. Adagio

Peter Stoltzfus Berton

Hereford Variations is a set of fifteen organ pieces inspired by the life
and works of the 17th century priest and writer Thomas Traherne as
commemorated in the stained glass windows by Tom Denny (2007)
at Hereford Cathedral. Descriptions and quotes from Traherne’s
writings, compiled by the creator of the windows, are referenced in
the score, as are later texts supporting the overall pilgrimage of the
stained glass. A common theme is “the beauty of creation and the
essential happiness or ‘felicity’ of humankind within it.”
While the musical program in microcosm is informed by the content
of the windows, the structure of the Variations overall is arranged in
homage to Elgar’s “Enigma” Variations. Elgar was a resident of
Hereford between 1904 and 1911 and composed some of his finest
works while in the area. He doubtless experienced inspiration from
the same natural surroundings as did Traherne, much of which is yet
available to a modern pilgrim.
The idiosyncratic dedications of Elgar’s Variations, “to my friends
pictured within” is a plan followed for amusement and also sincere
appreciation to family and friends. Common to all the Variations is the presence of the tune Hereford (written by
Samuel Sebastian Wesley, the cathedral’s organist in the 1830s); other hymn tunes appear in combination with it.
This Variation has as its melody the Maundy Thursday hymn Pange Lingua
(“Now my tongue the mystery telling”), appearing simultaneously with
Hereford in the tenor voice. It is dedicated to organist Thomas Murray recalling
his wondrous Elgarian effects at the organ of Woolsey Hall, Yale University.
Its form is directly modeled on Elgar’s “Nimrod” variation (and is placed in
this set where Elgar placed his), with details included from an improvisation
on Ubi Caritas and a composition on Pange Lingua, both by Gerre Hancock.
A figure stands in wonder and in oneness with Creation.
You never enjoy the world aright till the sea itself floweth in your veins,
clothed with the heavens, and crowned with the stars.
—Thomas Traherne, Centuries I 29
Earth, and stars, and sky, and ocean,
by that flood from stain are freed.
—Venantius Honorius Fortunatus (c. 540–600)
translated by John Mason Neale (1818–1866)
© 2013 Peter Stoltzfus Berton, 4 minutes
Further Reading: Hereford Variations booklet
Listen: Movie, recorded at St. John’s, Newport and at Hereford Cathedral		
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Thomas Murray

Toccata on Beecher, Op. 8 (2000)							

Peter Stoltzfus Berton

The hymn-tune Beecher was written by John Zundel (1815-1882),
who was Organist of Plymouth Church in Brooklyn, New York for
most of the forty years (1847-1887) of the ministry of The Rev.
Henry Ward Beecher. Beecher and Zundel collaborated on many
musical projects, including the publication of The Plymouth
Collection, a hymnal that became popular and influential in late
nineteenth-century America. Beecher’s stance against slavery
caused Plymouth Church to become known as the “Grand Central
Depot” of the Underground Railroad. The tune is named in honor
of Beecher’s ministry and his dedication to music. Peter S. Berton
served as Minister of Music and Organist of Plymouth Church of
the Pilgrims (as it is known today) from 1995-2002.
Toccata is an Italian term meaning “to touch” and refers in keyboard music to repeated rhythmic figuration. Here
a rock-like toccata rhythm is played by the hands and left foot, while the right foot plays the melody. In the inner
section, the melody appears in canons at several distances, and at the return of the melody in the right foot the
melody is added at the top of the texture in quadruple augmentation (four times as slow as the speed of the foot).
The work is dedicated to friend and organist Martin Jean.
The original organ at Plymouth
Church was the largest fourmanual organ in America at the
time, built in 1865 by E. & G. G.
Hook, the firm which became
E. & G. G. Hook & Hastings in
1871, then Hook & Hastings in
1881. Beecher and Zundel
commissioned this instrument
for leading robust hymn-singing
at the 1,200-seat church. The
current organ at Plymouth, in a
chamber behind Hook’s original
black walnut façade, retains four
ranks of pipes from 1865,
including the 32-foot Open
Wood Diapason in the pedal.
© 2003 Oxford University Press, 5 minutes
Further reading: http://www.plymouthchurch.org/history
Listen: Toccata recorded by Joe Vitacco of JAV Recordings
Vitali Chaconne (Violin), with the Plymouth organ
Intermission feature: Inside the St. John’s Organ (3 minutes)
		
This video is available for viewing anytime here if you prefer an actual intermission. 			
														page 15

Symphony No. 6, Op. 59 (1930)					
V. Final

Louis Vierne (1870-1937)

Born blind, Vierne partially regained sight at age six. Obvious talent was rewarded
with piano and solfège studies, to which were added harmony, violin, and a
general course when he entered the Institution National des Jeunes Aveugles
(School for the Blind) in Paris in 1880. There he was befriended by César Franck
who, from 1886, gave him private tuition in harmony while including Vierne
in his organ class at the Paris Conservatoire. The lessons of the master were not
lost on him —Franck possessed perhaps the richest harmonic palette in Western
music and Vierne effortlessly absorbed many of its features. Vierne entered the
Conservatoire as a full-time student in 1890. Franck died in November,
succeeded by Charles-Marie Widor as professor of organ. Vierne soon became
Widor’s assistant, a post he continued to hold under Guilmant—where he taught
Dupré and Nadia Boulanger—and deputized for Widor at St. Sulpice.
Vierne took the Conservatoire’s first prize for organ in 1894, though his career waited until 1900 to be spectacularly
launched when he triumphed over four other organists in a competition for the prestigious post of titular organist
at Notre Dame de Paris (its magnificent instrument reconditioned by Cavaillé-Coll) where his audience came
to include such luminaries as Clémenceau and Rodin. The Symphony No. 1 for organ (1898-1899) forecasts the
succession of moods—grand and assertively virile, searchingly contrapuntal, effusive, and distressingly
confessional—which would deepen anguishingly in succeeding works, reflecting an unhappy marriage and
divorce, professional disappointments, the loss of a son and a brother in the Great War, and a continual battle
to retain minimal sight. After being passed over for professorship of the Conservatoire’s organ class in 1911,
Vierne taught at the Schola Cantorum.
His Symphony No. 2 for organ, completed in 1903, drew from no less a critic than Debussy the stunning accolade,
“M. Vierne’s symphony is truly remarkable. It combines rich musicality with ingenious discoveries in the special
sonority of the organ. J.S. Bach, the father of us all, would have been well pleased....” The spate of disturbingly
eloquent compositions—mélodies (songs), piano pieces, chamber works, mass settings, the orchestral
Symphony in A, and numerous works for organ (including, at last, six symphonies)—continued to pour forth
until his death. Concert tours took him to England in 1924 and 1925, and on to a three-month visit to the U.S.
and Canada in 1927 (to raise funds for restoring the Notre Dame organ). He died of a heart attack at the organ of
Notre Dame during a public concert (his 1,750th recital) on June 2, 1937. (Adrian Corleonis, allmusic.com)
Symphony No. 6 for organ was composed in Menton, a Mediterranean retreat, during the summer of 1930. “In
the rousing Final, Vierne’s biographer Bernard Gavoty discerns ‘the play and the bounding of the sea’ transported
into music. Here we have one of the most buoyant pieces to issue from Vierne’s pen. The carefree beginning of
this rondo, with its characteristic kettledrum motif in the pedal, is suddenly interrupted to pave the way for a
festive second theme in the pedal, which floats along majestically under manual octaves, like a ship under full
sail. It encompasses and assimilates the two main themes of the symphony, and carries them forward above
virtuosic pedal passagework—continually interrupted by the rhythmically fragmented head-motif of the main
theme—to reach a brilliant horizon in the key of B major.” (Christoph Frommen, translated by Stephen Taylor.)
The work was premiered at Notre Dame in 1935 by Vierne’s pupil and assistant Maurice Duruflé.
			© 2010 Bärenreiter Urtext, 8 minutes
			Further reading: Vierne’s Symphonies
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Listen: Stephen Tharp at Saint-Sulpice, Paris, produced by Christoph Frommen

Trois Improvisations (1928)						
II. Méditation				

		

		

Louis Vierne

transcribed in 1954 by Maurice Duruflé (1902-1986)

This special music was improvised for one of the earliest 78 rpm recordings of organ music, made at Notre Dame
in 1928. It and two other improvisations (both loud marches) were carefully transcribed by Vierne’s pupil
Maurice Duruflé in 1954, and published. The result of transcription from recording creates new “compositions”
never written down by their composer, with the added benefit of their having been conceived spontaneously. We
hear Vierne musing on an original melody, with delightful impressionistic harmonies. The length of the music
was determined by the available recording time on one side of a record.
On May 5, 1955, Duruflé wrote these words to his friend André
Fleury: “I am in the process of transcribing into musical notation
some improvisations of Tournemire which he had recorded on
disc in 1930. They are sensational! Exactly like those which we
admired so much. But how difficult it is to capture such fugitive
music and such bad records! I hope to give the first performance
at the inauguration of Saint-Étienne du Mont in October if everything works as expected.” Having been Tournemire’s devoted
pupil and with intimate knowledge of Tournemire’s organ at the
Church of Sainte-Clotilde, Duruflé attests that his restoration
rigorously demonstrates Tournemire’s improvisation precisely as
recorded in 1930. His methodology and character assure a
similarly accurate result with the improvisations of Vierne.
© 1954 Durand & Cie, 4 minutes
Further reading: Preface of Bärenreiter edition, Vol. 10
Listen: Vierne’s original recording
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Ave Maria 										Philippe Rombi (born 1968)
									
transcribed in 2019 by Peter Stoltzfus Berton
Ave Maria is one of the most recognizable and well-known prayers throughout the
world, known to many people who are not Christian or religious at all. Its content inspired
leagues of composers to write some of their most memorable works. The prayer is itself the
chief Catholic prayer to the Virgin Mary, the mother of Jesus. The text is said to be a direct
quote from the Archangel Gabriel, when he descends from heaven and appears to Mary
telling her she has been blessed to carry the Lord within her womb.
The 2005 French film Joyeux Noël relates opposing fighters in World War I who come
across each other on Christmas Eve, and call a cease fire among themselves. The brief
unauthorized truce allows the soldiers to gain insights into each other’s way of life. This
setting of Ave Maria, written for the film, is especially poignant in calling attention to the
part of the text pleading for Mary’s intercession at the time of death. One can imagine
that, over centuries of war, millions of soldiers throughout the world have prayed this
prayer for safe deliverance, spiritually if not also literally. Naturally, our thoughts turn
at the moment to those over 23 million souls infected globally in a pandemic, the over
800,000 deaths it has caused, and the countless millions more directly affected as
family members, friends, and caregivers. The music ends in such sublime reassurance
that it would seem guaranteed that the prayer has been answered.
The film soundtrack by the ingeniously creative Philippe Rombi features Natalie
Dessay, whose singing made this Ave Maria an international sensation, which has
been transcribed and performed with many combinations of instruments. Originally
it is for voice, strings and harp; this transcription reduces the strings for organ.
It works as well with a group of singers as with a soloist, adding intensity to the
arched phrases and contrasting expressive leaps in the vocal line.
Ave Maria, gratia plena, Dominus tecum.
Benedicta tu in mulieribus, 			
et benedictus fructus ventris tui, Jesus.
Sancta Maria, ora pro nobis peccatoribus,
nunc et in hora mortis nostrae. Amen.

Hail Mary, full of grace, the Lord is with thee.
Blessed art thou among women,
and blessed is the fruit of thy womb, Jesus.
Holy Mary, pray for us sinners,
now and in the hour of our death. Amen.

© 2005 Philippe Rombi, unpublished, 4 minutes
Listen: Film soundtrack recording
Further reading about Philippe Rombi: at BachCantatas.com
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Natalie Dessay

Kings (2016)								
		
							

		

Kit Downes (born 1986)

transcribed in 2020 by Peter Stoltzfus Berton

Kit Downes is a BBC Jazz Award winning, Mercury Music Award nominated, solo recording artist for ECM
Records (Editions of Contemporary Music, an independent label formed in Munich in 1969). Kings is the opening
track of his 2018 ECM album Obsidian. The music originally was improvised in 2016 for a radio broadcast; later,
the composer liked the recording and sketched an outline of what he had done, then for the 2018 recording he
re-improvised the music from the sketch. This was finally transcribed from the ECM recording with the
permission of the composer and the aid of the sketches.
Kit has toured the world playing piano, church organ and
harmonium with his own bands (‘Enemy’, ‘Troyka’, ‘Elt’ and
‘Vyamanikal’) as well as artists such as Squarepusher, Thomas
Strønen and Django Bates. He has written commissions for
Cheltenham Music Festival, London Contemporary Orchestra,
Stavanger Konserthus, Rewire Festival, Cologne Philharmonie,
BBC Radio 3 and the Wellcome Trust, as well as collaborating
with film-makers, video game developers and classical
composers. He teaches piano and composition at the Royal
Academy of Music in London where in 2019 he was awarded
a Fellowship. He first taught at the Purcell School of Music and is a patron of the Musical Keys charity. He grew
up in the inspiring world of liturgical choral music and organ improvisation as a chorister in Norwich Cathedral.
The title refers to a chain of volcanic islands in New Zealand,
reflected in the slow process of harmonic change, with eruptions
of scales. The structure overall is like a mountain, reaching
the peak in the middle after a “cooling off ” interlude, then
returning to where it began. A notable feature of the music
is the sonority of fifths played on a combination of stops
itself containing fifths, resulting in complex stacked chords.
For this presentation on Dreamstage, it is possible to replicate the dazzling sonic world of Obsidian, accomplished
with unusually close microphones located in the midst of the pipes within the chamber. Mechanical noises and
individual pipe speech are audible, along with the stereo image of pipes divided by their natural layout in the
instrument. Traditionally, pipes are organized with C, D, E etc. on one side, and C# D# F etc. on the other, both
to balance the weight of the pipes on the windchest and to generate a symmetrical facade. The scales in this piece
are particularly vibrant in this layout where adjacent notes often come from the opposite side of the “stage.”

									© 2018 Kit Downes and ECM Records,
									6 minutes
									Further Reading: Obsidian review
									Listen: Obsidian
Microphones suspended over pipework for this piece (circled)						
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Trois Préludes Hambourgeois (published 1989)
I. Salamanca (1986)

			

Guy Bovet (born 1942)

Guy Bovet has become one of the most respected organists of our times. He is equally at home in any kind of
repertoire from the earliest to the most recent, and combines scholarship, musicianship and originality with a
constant curiosity and a delightful sense of humor. He keeps a busy schedule of over 50 recitals a year all over
the world and often combines his performances with workshops on topics as different as Mediaeval music, early
Spanish and French music, Brahms, Liszt, Franck, Jehan Alain, Bach, improvisation and organ transcriptions.
He serves on the juries of the greatest organ competitions such as Geneva, Calgary, Dallas, Tokyo, and St. Albans,
and has designed and advised for many new organs in Europe, the United States and Japan. He has over 160
compositions in total including many works for stage and film, plus symphonic and chamber works.
Mr. Bovet has just retired from the Musikhochschule of Basel,
Switzerland, where he has taught students from five continents over
the past 20 years. He has held positions at several American universities
as well as the University of Salamanca, Spain. He still teaches
improvisation (since 2005) at the Conservatory of Bologna in Italy.
He speaks ten languages including Russian, Finnish and Japanese.
He often improvises in his concerts and in 1989 published three
pieces which were originally improvisations, later reworked from tapes
or from memory. The earliest of the set, from 1970, generated the title
of the collection, which began during a four-hand improvisation with
an organist in Hamburg, Germany. He directs: “They must be played
spontaneously, as improvisations are played. I have composed and
written them down very carefully, but if you find more effective
manual changes, registrations, articulations, and the like, please use
them. Freedom, color, and fun should characterize performances of
this music.”
He writes of Salamanca, one of his most often played compositions:
“This was completed in April 1986 in Cincinnati, Ohio. Its origin is a popular theme from the countryside
around Salamanca, Spain. The tune is one that was submitted to me for my concert-ending improvisation
several years in a row by the caretakers of the Cathedral of Salamanca, who sang it to me telling me that the text
was about a burro (donkey), and who were delighted to hear me play the tune on the organ. Later I discovered
that the tune exists in Cancionero salamantino, a collection of local folk songs published in 1907, in two versions,
one in major and one in minor, both bearing the title “La Clara,” which refers to a woman who sits on the main
altar of the church to ask God for forgiveness. We can suppose that her sins were considerable, or that she must
be known in Salamantino folklore for having a bad reputation. The Dean of the Cathedral of Ciudad Rodrigo
(a city about fifty miles west of Salamanca) never forgave me for playing this tune in his church. He called it
“La Tarará” and it made him violently angry.”
© 1989 Oxford University Press, 6 minutes
Further reading: guybovet.org
Listen: Cathedral of Barcelona
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Passacaglia and Fugue in c minor, BWV 582			

Johann Sebastian Bach (1685-1750)

A Spanish dance-form happens to be the origin of one of the
greatest sets of Variations in any medium ever written, the
monumental closing work in the program (except that a very
short encore will follow it). A passacaglia—Spanish pasar (to
walk) and calle (street)—is a musical form that originated in the
seventeenth century. It is usually of a serious character, in triple
meter, and often based on a bass ostinato. An ostinato (Italian,
"stubborn") is a phrase that persistently repeats in the same
voice, frequently at the same pitch. (Palatine Concert Band)
From 1708 to 1717, J. S. Bach served as a member of the Court
Orchestra and Organist to the Court of Duke Wilhelm Ernst
in Weimar, Germany. As Organist to the Court, Bach wrote
profusely for organ during these years. Passacaglia and Fugue in C minor was composed during this period, most
likely between 1708 and 1712. While the original manuscript is lost, one extant score includes the annotation
cembalo ossia organo indicating that Bach may have intended the work for either pedal harpsichord or organ.
A surviving manuscript of the first forty-nine measures of the Passacaglia once owned by Bach’s son C.P.E. Bach
includes heavy ornamentation that is common in much of the harpsichord music of the time. Today, the work is
most commonly performed on organ. A passacaglia is a musical form usually set in triple meter in which a
simple eight- bar melody called an ostinato or ground bass is repeated throughout the work while a series of
continuous variations are layered over it. The C-minor Passacaglia consists of a set of twenty variations. The
fugue follows immediately and without pause, the ground bass from the passacaglia now serving as the subject
for the fugue. Passacaglia and Fugue in C minor is considered by historians and critics to be one of Bach’s greatest
keyboard compositions. Composer Robert Schumann once described the variations in the Passacaglia as “intertwined so ingeniously that one can never cease to be amazed.” The work has been orchestrated numerous times,
including by composer Ottorino Respighi and conductor Leopold Stokowski. Stokowski’s 1922 orchestration for
the Philadelphia Orchestra is arguably the most famous transcription of the work. (Crane Concert Band)
In the early 20th century, a young British musician by the name of Leopold Stokowski (1882-1977) earned great
acclaim for his performances of Bach’s organ works. Stokowski soon began to pursue a career in conducting,
and he decided to make Bach’s works available to a wider public by transcribing them for symphony orchestra.
In a 1962 radio interview, Stokowski explained: “Those who love (Bach’s) music should be able to hear that
music, and of course they do hear it in churches sometimes, but the thousands of people that go to symphony
concerts should also hear it. So, I have orchestrated it, trying to give the same impression of the music and carry
the same message that the music has, the same inspiration that is in the music, through the modern orchestra.”
When the interviewer suggested that Bach would be thrilled with Stokowski’s orchestrations of his works, the
legendary maestro responded: “Bach was a very red hot-blooded man, he might kill me you know, or he might
be pleased...we shall never know until I meet him in heaven, or wherever it is conductors go afterwards!”
(Ken Meltzer, Atlanta Symphony Orchestra)
Public Domain, 13 minutes
Further reading: Wikipedia
Listen: Anton Heiller Stokowski transcription, played by the Philadelphia Orchestra
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“Encore”… A grateful heart 		

					

Mary Plumstead (1905-1980)

Mary Plumstead spent most of her life in Devon and Cornwall, the most southwesterly part of England, below
Wales. Despite living to the age of 75 and writing many beautiful songs, her work never gathered much notice
in her lifetime and is still little known. This particular song is the opening track of the 1994 recording Jubilate!
Golden Favourites from St. Paul’s Cathedral by Barry Rose and the boy choristers of the iconic London musical
and architectural landmark, with soloist Paul Phoenix. The album sold a fantastic number of copies in its first six
weeks and brought this piece to a large audience, given Dr. Rose's uncanny talent for selecting repertoire with
musical integrity, timeless texts, and a popular appeal. In 2010 it was arranged as an SATB anthem by John
Barnard, either unaccompanied or accompanied, bringing this gem an even wider following.
Could any words from any century more perfectly express a response to having been given a perfect gift?
Thou that hast given so much to me,
give one thing more, a grateful heart.
Not thankful when it pleaseth me,
as if thy blessings had spare days.
But such a heart, whose pulse may be thy praise.
		

George Herbert (1593-1633)

© 1977 Roberton Publications, 1.5 minutes
Further Reading: rediscoveringculture.com
britishmusiccollection.org.
Listen: Paul Phoenix
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About the Performers
Peter Stoltzfus Berton is Director of Music of the Zabriskie Memorial Church of
St. John the Evangelist, Newport, RI, and Founding Executive Director of The Choir
School of Newport County. He holds degrees from The University of Michigan
School of Music and the Yale University School of Music. His principal teachers have
been David Bartlett, Robert Glasgow, Gerre Hancock, Charles Krigbaum, Walden
Moore, Thomas Murray, and Carl E. Schroeder. Integral to his training was serving
as Assistant Organist at the Cathedral Church of St. Paul, Detroit, Trinity Church on
the Green, New Haven, and Saint Thomas Church Fifth Avenue. Prior to his
appointment in Newport in 2014, he developed intergenerational choirs at St. John’s
Church, West Hartford CT, All Saints Church, Worcester MA, and Plymouth Church
of the Pilgrims, Brooklyn Heights, New York. He is active as a composer (published
by Oxford University Press, and self-published) and choral conductor/clinician. Other
musical activities include digital recording production and editing, transcription of
improvisations, singing in and accompanying the men’s ensemble Mastersingers USA, and past service as an
officer of several chapters of the American Guild of Organists, faculty for four of the AGO’s summer Pipe Organ
Encounter weeks for young aspiring organists, and as the Region I Chair of the Association of Anglican
Musicians. He has concertized extensively in the United States, and in England, France, and Latvia. He has
recorded several CDs on distinguished Skinner and Aeolian-Skinner organs for the Great Organbuilders of
America series on the JAV label, and a live summer concert at The Riverside Church, New York City, also for JAV.
His weekly summer recital series Bach and Friends at Quarter Till, featuring the 1894 Hook & Hastings organ
at St. John’s, won the 2020 Best of Newport awards, entertaining and educating about the King of Instruments
through innovative programming and camera views of interior mechanisms at play during the music. (The
programs begin at a quarter ’til 5, and invite donations of a quarter (or more) into the “till,” toward the full
restoration of the historic instrument scheduled for 2021-2022. An archive of 2020 season recitals is here.)

A well-known and widely respected harpist recognized for her attentive playing,
quick adaptability and musicianship, Susan Knapp Thomas has enjoyed an active
performance career with orchestras in both the north and the south. Ms. Thomas is
Principal Harpist for the Hartford Symphony, and for the Waterbury Symphony in
Connecticut, and was recently featured as concerto soloist with Connecticut Valley
Symphony Orchestra, performing Camille Saint Saens’s Morceau de Concert.
In Florida, she performs actively with the Orlando Philharmonic, Space Coast
Symphony, Southwest Florida and Palm Beach Symphonies and has served as
Acting Principal Harp for Brevard Symphony Orchestra in Melbourne, Florida.
Equally at home in orchestra pits for shows and opera, Ms. Thomas has played
regularly for shows at the Goodspeed Opera House, in addition to touring shows
for the Bushnell and the Shubert Theaters in Hartford and New Haven, CT. She has
also been a regular at the Connecticut Concert Opera, Florida Grand Opera, and the
Vero Beach Opera in Florida. As a chamber music artist and concerto soloist, Ms. Thomas appearances include
The Sunken Garden Poetry Festival, the Trinity College Summer Concert Series, the Elektra Chamber Ensemble’s
Music Series in Farmington, Connecticut performing Handel’s Concerto in B-flat, the National Flute Convention
in concert with flutist Brad Garner, and multiple performances as part of the Sarasota Musica Viva series in Boca
Grande and Bradenton, Florida.
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Ms. Thomas has done regular work for the Johnny Mathis and Frank Sinatra Jr. shows. Her backup work includes
shows for such notables as Judy Collins, the group Yes, the Beach Boys, Brian Wilson, Peter Cetera, and others.
Her CD, Everlasting Sunday, was a finalist considered by the Greater Hartford Arts Council for one of their
donor level gifts. She is also recorded on the Opus label.
Ms. Thomas is currently Instructor of Harp at The Hartt School of Music in Hartford, Connecticut. A passionate
instructor and educator, Ms. Thomas is the Director and Founder of the Connecticut Valley Harp Intensive
Summer Camp, which celebrated its tenth anniversary last summer. She has served as an Effective Competition
Preparation Coach for such national competitions as the Anne Adams Awards, and the Lyon and Healy Awards,
and judged the AHS MetroHarp Competition in New York City. Her students have been prize-winners and
finalists in multiple national competitions. She is Co-President of the Connecticut Chapter of the American
Harp Society. Ms. Thomas is a graduate of the Eastman School of Music, and a student of Eileen Malone,
Phyllis Wright, Aristid von Wurtzler and Barbara Pniewska.
The Choir School of Newport County was formed in 2014 as an after-school program of the three Episcopal
churches in Newport, with three divisions. Professional Choristers is the auditioned division based at the Church
of St. John the Evangelist for children aged 7 and up who make a significant commitment of time and training
(twice per week) and sing frequently. Choristers receive a modest stipend based on their attendance, training
and achievement according to the Voice for Life curriculum of the Royal School of Church Music. The RSCM is
a world-wide organization devoted to the principle that children are capable of singing the finest choral music in
its original form (written for children singing the soprano line in a centuries-old tradition). The child sopranos
are usually joined by adult volunteer and professional singers. A week of intensive residential choir camp each
August, group meals and recreation, and educational touring (New York City in 2015, Washington, D.C. in 2016,
and England for two weeks in 2018) are part of the professional chorister experience, “forming lives of character
and service.” For this concert a small number of singers from one family representing the school will sing,
distanced from the other performers. Please consider a tax-deductible donation to this independent non-profit
organization providing piano lessons to youth at risk, a formidable musical opportunity at a formative age, and,
not least, beautiful music in the community.

The notes in the school logo are phrases from
the anthem Shine through me by Mr. Berton.
www.thechoirschoolri.org
Annual program book
Listen to the choir: Tallis Biebl Purcell
Somewhere over the rainbow Evensong
At Hereford Cathedral in August 2018, with
guest director Dr. Barry Rose, second from right
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A History of the Hook & Hastings Organ Company and the Golden Age of the early 1890s
by Scot L. Huntington, curator and restorer of the St. John’s Hook
From modest beginnings in 1827, Elias and George Hook steadily built an organbuilding empire. With many
rivals but few peers up to the point of the Civil War, the brothers built an enviable reputation for excellence–
both tonal and mechanical. However, with the westward expansion of the country, the industrial boom which
followed the War, and the aging of their pre-War rivals, the Hook firm immediately assumed market supremacy which lasted with little challenge, until the end of the century. An engineer who showed particular promise
joined the firm in 1855, slowly working his way up the ladder. After serving as a Union soldier, Frank Hastings
returned to his former employer, and was almost immediately made chief draughtsman. The Hook brothers
must have identified some quality of promise (or perhaps a small family fortune), as he quietly began the steps
towards becoming a partner in 1868. His in-shop rival, George Hutchings, who followed a similar path through
the firm and assumed the post of shop superintendent after the War, likely assumed himself on the path to
succession, and immediately quit at the same moment as Frank’s accession, to join a rival firm, J.H. Willcox &
Co., forming Hutchings, Plaisted & Co. in 1872, and finally Geo. Hutchings & Co. in 1884 (at which point he
became Hastings’s chief rival in all except the wealthiest markets).
After a series of quiet financial transactions with Hastings buying privately-held shares in the firm, he was
publicly made a full partner with nameplate status in 1871 (E. & G.G. Hook & Hastings). Hastings immediately
made his mark, building three of the country’s most famous instruments in close succession. Hastings made
immediate changes once he had partner authority: he introduced the concept
of the catalog or stock model instrument, and with his blending of English,
French, and German tonal ideals, created a uniquely American melting-pot
tonal design. The stock-model organs shared mass-produced parts, common
design aspects. With the design of a custom instrument taking as much as 30% of
the overall cost, the cost savings of stock designs made them very competitive in
the market place. Customers could customize the exterior elements visible to the
eye, while the inside of a particular model was identical with every other sibling of
the same design. During the 1870s, Hastings was seen as a great innovator, taking
H&H from one trophy organ to another. After the death of the original partners
and the move to Weston, Hastings became more immersed in the business side of
the company, continually finding ways to cut costs and increase profit. The organs
became increasingly formulaic, and with that lack of innovative spark, the
company began to grow a little long in the tooth in the perception of the marketplace. The 1870s innovator Hastings became steady the course Hastings in the
1880s, and after a moment of glory in the 1890s, from the turn of the century
Large one-manual stock model
onwards he became conservative old-guard Hastings.
With the death of the Hook brothers in 1880 and 1881 respectively, Hastings assumed sole ownership of the
company (Hook & Hastings). In 1884, he began construction of a new factory outside the city limits of Boston,
on the grounds of the extensive family farm in Weston. Between 1884 and 1889 the firm operated out of both
factories as departments were slowly moved from one location to another. After 1889, the firm operated solely
out of Weston, were Hastings had established a utopian model of a mill community, with himself as benevolent
overlord. The company erected a school, churches, community center, owned the company store, rented mill
housing, made mortgage loans to workmen, company recreation park, and even wangled its own railroad station
(Hastings Crossing). The late 1880s saw H&H losing some of its market supremacy to rival Hutchings, but both
were being eclipsed by New York’s Roosevelt family.
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First cousins to future president Theodore, socially connected through the 400, the Manhattan-borne Roosevelt
brothers Hilborne and Frank had taken the organ world by storm in the 1880s with their technological
advancements, especially the early use of electricity in organ action, importation of European tonal concepts,
exquisite construction and quality—and all at a king’s ransom. So great was their impact on the marketplace, that
competitor builders quickly began imitating aspects of Roosevelt instruments: a highly polished “cigars and
brandy” tonal palette, more elegant woodworking with shellacked surfaces, and Hutchings embraced electricity
much earlier than the conservative Hastings. With the sudden death of Roosevelt’s youthful guiding light
(Hilborne) in 1889, his brother Frank carried on for two more years before deciding his heart wasn’t in it.
With Hilborne’s death, the market shifted seismically. Hastings gave his German-born head voicer,
Moritz Baumgarten Jr. total control over the tonal direction of the company.
Overnight, both Hastings and Hutchings saw their market share increase.
During the first half of the 1890s, Hook & Hastings was building more
three-manual organs than ever, no doubt assuming a share of the market that
would surely have gone to Roosevelt under different circumstances. Always
known for high-quality instruments, during this same period H&H was building instruments of the highest quality they had ever produced. Freed of the
Roosevelt over-polished tonal concept that had driven the market, and with a
free hand, Baumgarten immediately imbued Hook organs with a new-found
brightness and power in the plenum, and unexpected color and delicacy
in the soft voices, especially in the string voicing. For a period of about six
years, Hook was building true German romantic organs, tempered with an
English polish and elegance, and combined with the signature sound of
legendary Hook reeds. Weston had entered a period of truly eclectic organbuilding. During this Golden Age, the St. John’s organ was constructed.
An incurable alcoholic, Baumgarten’s problem exhausted Hastings’s patience
and he was finally fired. Immediately after his departure around 1896, the
sound of Hook organs lost their fire and verve, becoming slightly reserved.
It was about this time that Hastings brought his son into management. After the turn of the century, Hook
quality took a noticeable decline. The quality which distinguished the 1890s period gave way to cheap
construction. Now ultra-conservative in outlook, mechanically left in the dust by their competitors, and tonally
dull and backward looking, the Hook & Hastings company entered the 20th-century looking tired and frayed
around the edges. As the century wore on, and especially after the death of Hastings Sr. in 1916, the company
was firmly on the list of “B” builders, building a solid if cheap and undistinguished instrument. From 1900
onwards, the firm had a knack of missing every innovation boat that sailed by them in the organ world.
Perceived as conservative and old-fashioned, the company remained busy building mediocre organs for
clients wanting an unpretentious, middle-of-the-road, work-a-day instrument at a good price. Due to their
conservative outlook, they never embraced the symphonic organ fad of the 1920s, and their clients no doubt
appreciated instruments that looked backward to a more classical period of organbuilding.
The market crash of 1929 sparked the beginning of their demise. The period 1930-1935 represents a death
throe of sorts for the venerable old firm: a handful of employees rattling around in a large and deteriorating
factory, an absentee owner disinterested in the product and only concerned with the profit margin, quality so
poor it is embarrassing to see today, and a business financially hanging on by its fingernails. This was the
situation when St. John’s had their venerable H&H organ rebuilt and electrified in 1934—one of the final projects
before the company (already on life-support) finally expired. With the bankruptcy of the company in 1935, the
widow of the last owner had the factory torn down and the records burned. There is nothing left to see except the
remains of the railroad siding overgrown with trees and a young forest where the factory once stood.
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Scot L. Huntington received a degree in Organ Performance from the State University
of New York at Fredonia. While in college, he won the Buffalo AGO chapter Young
Artist Competition, and he participated in a work-study program where he received
college credit for apprentice work with the Schlicker Organ Company. Huntington
formally apprenticed organbuilding with A. David Moore of North Pomfret, Vermont
specializing in pipe making, and served his journeyman’s period with the BozemanGibson Company of Deerfield, New Hampshire where he focused on general
instrument building, woodworking, and historic restoration practice. He worked with
D. Jacques Way of Stonington, Connecticut building harpsichords as well as graphic
design and typesetting under Way, a former publisher of art books. He also worked with
Wolfgang Zuckermann building harpsichords, forte pianos, and organs.
He established his own firm, S.L. Huntington & Co. in Stonington, Connecticut in 1988, specializing in the
construction of new historically inspired pipe organs and the thoughtful restoration of instruments of all styles
and specifically American instruments of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
A member of the Organ Historical Society since 1974, Huntington was a member of the Historical Organ
Citation Committee for 25 years, chaired the National conventions in Boston and New Haven, Connecticut,
and served on the convention planning committees for Buffalo, Cleveland, Vermont, and the 50th
Anniversary convention in Saratoga Springs. In June 2013, he concluded his two-term tenure as President of the
O.H.S. He had previously served the organization as Councilor for Conventions, two terms as Vice President,
and the Councilor for Publications. He was responsible for the creation of the Society’s Publication arm, the
O.H.S. Press, and served as Chair of the Publications Board of Governors for eight years. He served as co-chair
of the Committee to Revise the OHS Guidelines for Conservation and Preservation, officially published in 2008.
A long-time member of the Boston chapter of the American Guild of Organists, Huntington has served on the
Executive Committee, and is a charter member of the chapter’s innovative Organ Advisory Committee created
in 1982. He is a member of the American Institute of Organbuilders and is currently serving as Chair of the AIO
Publications Committee. His organbuilding firm, S.L. Huntington & Co., is a member of the International
Society of Organbuilders.
The company has received praise from organists and organbuilders alike for its sensitive and informed
restoration of historic instruments of a widely divergent range of styles from antique to contemporary.
Scot Huntington has been sought after as a consultant on historic conservation practice by several fellow
organbuilding firms and is particularly respected as a voicer and tonal finisher.
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Specification 1894
reproduced from the centennial history of the parish (1975)
From the Newport Herald November 23rd, 1894: “The organ now being finished in St. John’s Church is from the
well-known house of Hook and Hastings. The case is of antique oak, the display pipes being decorated in gold
and colors harmonizing with the church decoration ... The tone of the full organ is round and well-balanced.
The instrument has two manuals and pedals of two octaves and contains the following stops and pipes, viz:
Great Organ								Swell Organ
1
8 ft. Open Diapason, Full, 58 pipes. 			
11
2
8 ft. Open Diapason, Soft, 58 pipes. 			
12
3
8 ft. Dulciana, 58 pipes. 					
13
4
8 ft. Melodia, 58 pipes. 					
14
5
4 ft. Octave, 58 pipes. 					
15
6
4 ft. Flute d’Amour, 58 pipes. 				16
7
3 ft. Twelfth, 58 pipes. 					17
8
2 ft. Fifteenth, 58 pipes. 					18
9
3 rks. Mixture, 174 pipes. 					19
10
8 ft. Trumpet, 58 pipes. 					20
									21
Pedal Organ 							22

16 ft.
16 ft.
8 ft.
8 ft.
8 ft.
4 ft.
4 ft.
2 ft.
3 rks.
8 ft.
8 ft.
8 ft.

Bourdon Bass, 12 pipes.
Bourdon, 46 pipes.
Open Diapason, 58 pipes.
Viola, 58 pipes.
Stopped Diapason, 58 pipes.
Flauto Traverso, 58 pipes.
Violina, 58 pipes.
Flautino, 58 pipes.
Dolce Cornet, 174 pipes.
Cornopean, 58 pipes.
Oboe, 46 pipes.
Bassoon, 12 pipes.

23
16 ft. Open Diapason, 27 pipes.				Mechanical Registers
24
16 ft. Bourdon, 27 pipes.					26
Swell to Great coupler.
25
8 ft. Violoncello, 27 pipes.					27
Great to Pedal coupler.			
									28
Swell to Pedal coupler.
Pedal Movements							29
Tremolo.
For the Great organ: Forte combination and Piano combination. 30
Bellows signal.
For the Swell organ: Forte and Piano combinations.
Reversible pedal to operate Great to Pedal coupler. Balanced swell pedal.
Specification from the Hook & Hastings Company of Boston on the organ supplied to the Zabrisk(i)ie Memorial Church of St. John the Evangelist.”

In 1934, in addition to introducing electric key, stop and swell shade action, and replacing the original wind
system, the mixtures were recomposed, the Pedal enlarged to 32 notes, the Swell enlarged to 73 notes, the Swell
Violina moved an octave lower and retuned as a celeste, and the Great Gamba, Swell Vox Humana, and Pedal
Trombone (12-pipe extension of Great Trumpet) and Resultant added. Access to the Swell became impossibly
cramped by shade pneumatics, wind lines, and new chests for the Vox Humana and 15-note extension.
The philosophy of the Scot Huntington restoration is a return to the 1894 tonal specification and wind
system, with a new electric action. 1934 additions impeding maintenance access are removed, retaining the Great
Gamba (immensely useful in the Pedal). Enlarging the Pedal by 12 notes in the course of building a replacement
chest makes possible independent utility in repertoire. Tonal additions, achieving the musical aims of the 1934
work without reliance on octave coupling, are reversibly revised through electronic pipe-sampling technology,
and permit restoration of the treble-ascendant tonal finishing of the Swell.
The new console, with relay by Solid State Organ Systems, was built by the firms of Joseph Zamberlan
(Wintersville, Ohio) and Richard Houghten (Milan, Michigan), the team that has collaborated on recent
custom consoles for Trinity Church, Copley Square, Boston; Church of the Transfiguration, Orleans, MA;
and Duke University Chapel. Features include a record/playback system and an advanced piston sequencer.
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Specification 2023
with additions and preparations on the new console (2020)
Great Organ (Manual I) 58 notes, unenclosed

Swell Organ (Manual II) 58 notes, enclosed

16
8
8
8
8
8
8
4
4
2 2/3
2
1 3/5
2 rks.
8
8

16
8
8
8
8
4
4
4
2
3 rks.
16
8
8
8
4

8
8
8
4
4
2
8

Contra Gamba (extension; 1-12 W)
Open Diapason, Full H (stop action unreliable)
Open Diapason, Soft
Gamba 1934, electric action
Melodia
Dulciana
Flute Celeste 2 rks. W, “enclosed”
Octave
Flute d’Amour
Twelfth
Fifteenth
Tierce (from Mixture, new stop action) H
Mixture (original composition restored)
Trumpet
Philomela (Pedal Open Diapason) D
Swell to Great
Great Sub through-couples to Swell
Great Unison Off through-couples to Swell
Great Super through-couples to Swell D
(Ant) Open Diapason*
(Ant) Stopped Diapason*
(Ant) Vox Aetheria 2 rks.
(Ant) Octave*
(Ant) Wald Flute*
(Ant) Nachthorn*
(Ant) Trumpet H (Tuba)
(Ant) Tremolo
(Ant) Chimes W, “enclosed”

8
8

W, “enclosed”

8

Bourdon H
Open Diapason
Stopped Diapason
Viola
Vox Coelestis W
Flauto Traverso
Violina (restored; currently 8’ Voix Celeste)
Violina Celeste W
Flautino
Dolce Cornet (original composition restored)
Contra Fagotto W H
Cornopean
Oboe & Bassoon
Vox Humana W H
Clarion W H
Tremolo
Bells (Cymbelstern)
Philomela (Pedal Open Diapason) D
Gamba (Great)
Swell Sub through-couples to Great
Swell Unison Off through-couples to Great
Swell Super through-couples to Great D
Great to Swell
Pedal to Swell
(Ant) Trumpet (draws Swell off Manual II)
Antiphonal on Swell off Great

Pedal Organ 44 notes (new slider chest for Bourdon, Violoncello, & Trombone, enlarged by 12 notes for use with Super Coupler)
32
16
16
16
8
8
32
16
16
8

Resultant from Open Diapason D				
Great to Pedal Super D
Open Diapason 70 notes					
Swell to Pedal Super D
Contra Gamba (Great)						
Pedal to Great Bass D
Bourdon H							Pedal Divide D
Octave Diapason from Open Diapason			
Violoncello 						32
(Ant) Bourdon (extension, to low F; resultant below)
Contra Fagotto (Swell) 				16
(Ant) Bourdon*
Trombone H						8
(Ant) Trumpet D
Contra Fagotto (Swell) 				
(Ant) Chimes D
Contra Fagotto (Swell) D				
Great to Pedal		
D seldom used; in Drawer
W Walker Technical Company, 2023, sampling Hook reeds, strings
H Pipes unplayable due to damaged action, or prepared for W; temporary replacement via Hauptwerk
Swell to Pedal 		
samples from Hereford Cathedral. H also fills in dead notes in Pedal Open Diapason, Great Fifteenth
Pedal Unison Off
		
(Ant) Antiphonal preparation (for consideration in 2025 or later); *pipes from 1892 Hutchings, in storage
Pedal Super
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The original tracker action vs. the 1934 pneumatic action
When new in 1894, all aspects of the St. John’s organ worked exactly as in the diagram on the previous page,
except that there was no electric blower. A hand-pumped bellows and then a water-driven motor supplied
wind until the first electric blower was installed around 1915.
The keyboards and stop knobs (console) were attached directly to the casework right under the upper facade
(in the chancel, behind the choir seating), because mechanical connections need to be kept as short and direct
as possible to avoid a heavy key touch to play the instrument.
In 1934, the much-diminished, nearly bankrupt Hook & Hastings company removed the original direct
mechanical link or “tracker” key action between No. 7 (keyboard) and No. 8 (pallet), and installed an
electro-pneumatic playing action. A pneumatic “note action” inflates and pulls down on the pallet wire when
activated by an electromagnet. This made it possible to place the console on the opposite side of the chancel,
where it is possible to hear the organ in much better balance with itself and with the choir, and also to face the
choir for conducting rather than to face the frontmost pipes.
Likewise in 1934, the original direct mechanical link or “tracker” stop action between No. 5 (stop knob) and
No. 6 (slider) for each stop was replaced with a pneumatic “stop action” motor which inflates or deflates to
move the slider when turned on or off by an electromagnet operated by the knob. The nine swell shades were
fitted with individual pneumatic motors (of which only seven currently operate).
The original vs. the 1934 wind system
In 1934, to supply all these new action pneumatics with wind to operate, the original large reservoir (No. 2)
supplying wind to all the windchests, which would have been about six feet wide by ten feet long, was
discarded and replaced by several smaller reservoirs (about two by three feet). The vertical wooden
wind-trunks (No. 3) were discarded and horizontal metal ones installed, impeding service access to the wind
chests and also changing the way the wind reacts to the playing of the organ. When a big chord is played,
individual reservoirs react at different times and the wind supply is simultaneously diminished by the many
pneumatic actions moving the pallets, as opposed to blowing the pipes. Originally, the note and stop actions
required no wind to operate, thus did not rob any wind from the pipes, and the single reservoir with its huge
reserve supply of wind allowed the organ to “breathe” as one unit, with noticeable musical effect.
The restored wind system and new electric action
In 2021-2022, Scot Huntington’s restoration contract calls for reconstruction of the original wind system with
one large reservoir and wooden wind-trunks, and installation of new large direct electromagnets for the pallet
and stop actions. Because the notes and stops will no longer require wind to operate, the small reservoirs and
metal wind lines which currently feed 143 note action pneumatics, 19 stop action pneumatics, and 9 swell
shade pneumatics will be cleared away, leaving a much more serviceable and tidy chamber. The new electric
action will have vastly superior speed and reliability, both opening and closing pallets with a precision allowing
faster repetition of notes and greater musical unanimity and clarity. The 9 swell shades will be yoked together
as in 1894 and operated by a “stageless” electric motor.
In an extended edition of the video that plays at intermission today, available for viewing anytime here,
Scot Huntington describes the work to come and how it will be accomplished in the relatively confined
space of his shop in Stonington, Connecticut (housed in part of the former American Velvet Mill).
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Special thanks
an auspicious meeting Nicholas Brown
concept and delivery Jan Vogler, Mira Wang, and Fern Decena at Dreamstage.live
development Melissa Bostrom, Fr. Nathan Humphrey, Kristin MacMannis
publicity Maury Castro, Melanie Ventura
tech purchasing and accounting Beverly Brownell
harpistry Susan Knapp Thomas
angelicals Jenn, Sophie and Lily
consulting, tuning, restoration, dolly grip, and patience Scot Huntington
console design and construction Joe Zamberlan and Dick Houghten, and their crews
programming Chris Betts, Alan Bragg, Mark Gilliam at SSOS; François Ratté at Hauptwerk
console delivery Jeff, Jamie, and Will at Champion Movers; Alain Mai
ssos relay installation Peter S. Berton, Steve Okonski
installation hospitality, otherworldly wisdom Anne Cuvelier
trumpet & trombone hospitality Czelusniak et Dugal, Inc., Organbuilders
rehearsal retreat hospitality Ché
floor, step and hinge artistry Rick Oriel
jr. wardenage, usually unsung Adrienne Haylor, Chris Schillaci
auxiliary cameras and microphones Larry Kraman
unflappable video switchery Anne Stone
Equipment
PTZ Cameras (3)
PTZ Camera controller
Pedal camera
Swellbox camera
Chamber camera mixer
HDMI pre-mixer
Audio and video broadcast mixer
Broadcast computer
Broadcast software
Bach action figure
(sitting on broadcast computer)
Main microphones
(second chandelier from front)
Chamber microphones (Kings)
Harp microphone
...and lots of cables & luck!
With abundant gratitude to the
2020 Quarter Till audience
online, for patience as the tech
caught up to the concept, not to
mention $70,000 in donations!

